We used an adaptation paradigm to investigate whether the frequency following response (FFR) would show evidence for neurons tuned to modulation rate in humans, as has been previously shown in the inferior colliculus of the macaque using fMRI [Baumann et al., Nat. Neurosci. 14, 423-425 (2011)]. The FFR to a 100-ms, 75-dB SPL, target complex tone with an envelope rate of 213 Hz was measured for ten subjects. The target was preceded by a 200-ms, 75-dB SPL, adaptor complex with an envelope rate of 90, 213 or 504 Hz. All complexes contained alternating-phase harmonics from approximately 3.9 to 5.4 kHz. A "vertical" montage (+ Fz, -C7, ground = mid-forehead) was used, for which the FFR is assumed to reflect phase-locked neural activity from generators in the rostral brainstem. The results showed significant adaptation effects in the spectral magnitude of the 213-Hz envelope-related component of the FFR. However, the identical-rate adaptor did not generally produce more adaptation than the different-rate adaptors. Hence, the present results do not provide evidence for neurons tuned to modulation rate in the human brainstem [supported by Wellcome Trust Grant 088263].
Introduction
The characteristics of the temporal envelope of a stimulus can play an important role in the perception of sound. Most sounds have complex temporal envelopes and the question of whether the human auditory system can decompose a complex envelope into its constituent modulation-frequency components has been the topic of much research.
In psychophysical experiments, modulation detection thresholds for a target modulation have been measured in the presence of simultaneous maskers with various modulation rates. Typically, maskers were most effective when the modulation rate of the masker was similar to that of the target (see e.g. Bacon and Grantham, 1989; Houtgast, 1989) . These modulation-masking data were interpreted as suggesting the existence of neural channels in the auditory system tuned for modulation frequency, similar to the channels tuned to audio-spectral frequency that are now well established. The broadly-peaked modulation-masking patterns have inspired models of envelope processing that comprise banks of filters selective for modulation frequency for each peripheral auditory channel (Dau et al., 1997) . Psychophysical evidence for frequency selectivity in the modulation domain has also come from experiments investigating long-term adaptation (Richards et al., 1997; Wojtczak and Viemeister, 2003) and forward masking (Wojtczak and Viemeister, 2005; Moore et al., 2009) in the modulation domain. The latter studies used short masker-and signal-modulation durations of 150-500 ms and 50 ms, respectively, similar to the stimulus durations used in the present study.
In physiological experiments, at the level of single units in the mammalian auditory system, phase locking to envelope fluctuations has been observed in the auditory nerve (AN), the cochlear nucleus, the superior olivary complex, and the inferior colliculus (IC) (for a review, see Frisina, 2001 ). Kuwada et al. (2002) noted that "at every level of the auditory system, neurons can temporally follow the envelopes of modulated signals" and that the highest envelope rate that neurons can follow decreases at higher levels in the auditory pathway. At the level of the AN, rate tuning to amplitude modulation (AM) is weak or absent (Joris and Yin, 1992) . However, in the IC many neurons respond strongly only over a limited range of AM frequencies (Langner and Schreiner, 1988; Joris et al., 2004) . In addition, a recent fMRI study using the macaque showed that modulation rate is represented at the level of the IC along a dimension that is orthogonal to that for characteristic frequency (Baumann et al., 2011) . That study used broadband noise with modulation rates ranging from very slow (0.5 Hz) to 512 Hz, thereby partly encompassing the range of rates that give rise to a perception of musical pitch.
The present study investigated whether modulation-rate specific adaptation would be evident in the scalp-recorded frequency following response (FFR) measured from humans. The FFR reflects sustained activity in a population of neurons that phase lock to stimulus-related periodicities Smith et al., 1975; Glaser et al., 1976) . The contribution from various anatomical sources to the FFR depends on electrode positions. Here, a "vertical" electrode montage (see methods) was used. For this, the FFR is generally assumed to reflect sustained phase-locked neural activity mainly from rostral generators of the brainstem (IC and lateral lemniscus, LL). The experimental question was whether the FFR to a target sound with a given modulation rate would be reduced more by an adaptor that had the same modulation rate than by an adaptor with a different modulation rate. The rationale is based on the assumption that, as in other EEG adaptation studies (Näätänen et al., 1988) , an adaptor will reduce the measured response more when it adapts those neurons responding most strongly to the target than when it adapts neurons that respond less strongly to the target.
Methods

Stimuli
All complex tones consisted of alternating-phase harmonics (even harmonics added in cosine and odd harmonics added in sine phase). They were filtered into the frequency range between 3.9-5.4 kHz, which was high enough to ensure that the harmonics were not resolved, but rather interacted strongly in the peripheral auditory system. Under these conditions, the number of envelope peaks per second is twice the fundamental frequency (F0).
The FFR in response to a 100-ms, 75-dB SPL, target complex tone with a envelope rate of 213 Hz was measured. The target was preceded by a 200-ms, 75-dB SPL adaptor. There were four conditions. In three of these, the adaptor was a complex tone with an envelope rate of 90, 213 or 504 Hz (conditions AC90, AC213, and AC504, respectively). In the 4 th condition (AT213), the adaptor was a 213-Hz pure tone, i.e. a tone corresponding in frequency to the quadratic distortion product produced by the target complex tone. All tone durations included 5-ms raised-cosine rise/fall times.
When the adaptor and target had the same envelope rate, the target phase was preserved relative to the adaptor phase; the adaptor and target comprised the first 200 and the last 100 ms of a 300-ms complex, respectively, with onset and offset ramps applied independently on each. The target phase was identical in all conditions. When the adaptor rate differed from that of the target, its starting phase was adjusted so that the last pulse of the adaptor occurred at the same time as for the 213-Hz rate adaptor.
Stimuli were generated with 16-bit resolution and a sampling rate of 40 kHz. They were played out through the digital-to-analog converter included in the evoked potentials acquisition system (Intelligent Hearing Systems-Smart-EP, IHS), and presented binaurally through mu-metal shielded Etymotic Research ER2 insert earphones.
Recording
The FFR was recorded differentially between gold-plated scalp electrodes positioned at the midline of the forehead at the hairline (+, Fz) and at the seventh cervical vertebra (−, C7). A third electrode placed on the mid-forehead (Fpz) served as the common ground. Electrode impedances were less than 1 kȍ for all recordings. The FFR signal was recorded with a sampling rate of 10 kHz, amplified by a factor of 100000, and bandpass filtered from 50 to 3000 Hz (6 dB/octave roll-off, resistorcapacitor filter). Epochs with voltage changes exceeding 31 ȝV were automatically discarded and the trial repeated. The starting polarity of the stimuli (adaptor+target) was alternated for each presentation, and alternate-polarity sweeps were recorded and averaged in separate data buffers by the SmartEP system. Stimuli were played with a repetition rate of 1.81/s. The same stimulus condition was played in blocks of 1500 (valid) trials; two blocks were run for each condition in randomized order across subjects.
Analysis
Offline processing was done using MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). First, the averaged FFR responses for original-polarity and for inverted-polarity stimuli were added (except for the pure tone adaptor, where they were subtracted from each other) and the result divided by two, for each subject and condition. Addition of responses to alternating polarity stimuli enhances the representation of phase-locked activity to the envelope of the stimulus and minimizes the representation of phase locking in response to the temporal fine structure. The resulting waveform was highpass and lowpass filtered at 50 Hz and 2000 Hz (8 th -order digital Butterworth filter; 3-dB down cutoff-frequencies), respectively. The FFR was analyzed and compared across five 50-ms time ranges: (1) from 15 to 65 ms after adaptor onset (Astart); (2) from 65 to 115 ms after adaptor onset (A-mid); (3) from 150 to 200 ms after adaptor onset (A-end); (4) from 12 to 62 ms after target onset (T-start); (5) from 50 to 100 ms after target onset (T-end). For spectral analysis, for each subject, the 50-ms waveform was zero-padded symmetrically to make up a 1-s signal, and the magnitude spectrum was calculated via a Discrete Fourier Transform. The magnitude spectrum is specified in decibels re 0.01 ȝV. The dependent measure for the amount of phase-locked neural activity (the FFR strength) was defined as the highest magnitude present in the spectrum within a 12-Hz range centered at the envelope rate of the signal, i.e., at 213 Hz for the target and at 90, 213 or 504 Hz for the adaptors.
Subjects
Ten subjects (four male) participated. They ranged in age from 19 to 31 years, and had self-reported normal hearing. The ten were selected from a pool of 14 subjects, because they showed FFR signals to the target alone, i.e., in the absence of the adaptor. The experiment lasted about 3 h, including breaks. Figure 1 shows the FFR strength (magnitude of the peak at the frequency corresponding to the envelope rate, or -for the pure tone adaptor -to the frequency, of the stimulus, ± 6 Hz, in the spectrum of the FFR) averaged across subjects, and the corresponding standard error across subjects. Adaptation over time (reduction in FFR strength) is visible in the FFR in response to all adaptors, except for the 90-Hz envelope rate where the FFR strength increased over the time course of the adaptor. The latter observation was unexpected, and might be due to the small number of pulses within the analysis time window .   Fig 1. Mean FFR spectral magnitude at the frequency corresponding to the envelope rate or frequency, for the pure tone adaptor only, of the stimulus (adaptor or target) and the corresponding standard errors across 10 subjects. The three left-hand groups of four bars show the FFR strength during three time ranges of the stimulation with the adaptor: 15-65 ms after onset (A-start), 65-115 ms after onset (A-mid), and 150-200 ms after onset (A-end). The two right-hand groups of four bars show the FFR strength during two time ranges of the stimulation with the target: 12-62 ms after onset (T-start), 50-100 ms after onset (T-end). The bar patterns code the types of adaptor (see legend); ns=not significant; *=p<0.05.
Results
A repeated-measures two-way analysis of variance, ANOVA (with factors time, A-start vs A-end, and adaptor type), was calculated on the FFR for all adaptors. The main effect of adaptor type was highly significant [F(3,27)=25.95, p<0 .001], while the effect of time was not, but there was a highly significant interaction between type of adaptor and time [F(3,27)=9.95, p<0 .001]. The interaction was driven by the 90-Hz envelope rate adaptor for which the FFR increased rather than decreased over time. A second ANOVA, without the 90-Hz envelope rate adaptor, showed that the FFR strength was significantly larger during period A-start than during period A-end [F(1,9)=5.82, p<0.05]. The main effect of adaptor type was highly significant [F(2,18)=31.02, p<0.001], and there was no significant interaction between type of adaptor and time (after the exclusion of the 90-Hz adaptor). Individual t-tests, calculated for each adaptor type separately, showed that the FFR strength was significantly larger during period A-start than during period A-end for condition AC213 [p<0.01], but missed significance for condition AC504 and AT213 [p=0.16 and p=0.1, respectively] , and was significantly smaller during period A-start than during period A-end for condition AC90 [p0.002; all t-test two-tailed and uncorrected for multiple comparisons].
To assess whether there was any evidence for envelope-rate-selective adaptation in the FFR, a repeated-measures one-way ANOVA was calculated on the FFR strength for the target during period T-start for all complex tone adaptors. The effect of envelope rate was not significant [F(2,18)=2.77, p=0.09]. Paired t-tests showed that the FFR strength in condition AC213 was significantly smaller than for condition AC504 [p<0.05; two-tailed], but was not smaller than for condition AC90 [p=0.85; two-tailed]. Thus, the complex tone adaptor with an envelope rate equal to that of the target did not consistently lead to more adaptation than the complex tone adaptors with envelope rates different from that of the target.
A repeated-measures one-way ANOVA, calculated on the FFR during period T-start for all conditions (including the pure tone adaptor), showed that the FFR strength differed significantly across adaptor conditions [F(3,27)=9.22, p<0.001]. To assess whether there was any evidence for carrier-frequency-selective adaptation, the FFR strength during period T-start was compared between the pure tone and the complex tone adaptor conditions. Individual t-tests showed that the FFR strength during period T-start was significantly larger after the pure tone adaptor (AT213) than after any of the complex tone adaptors [p<0.01 for all three comparisons; twotailed, uncorrected for multiple comparisons]. Thus, there was a significant effect of frequency region (or/and the absence or presence of modulation), with more adaptation when the adaptor was in the same frequency region as the target (or/and was modulated).
Discussion and Conclusions
The results showed that the envelope-related FFR in response to a complex tone target showed a smaller reduction following a pure-tone adaptor with a frequency corresponding to the envelope rate of the target than following a complex tone adaptor that was filtered into the same frequency region as the target complex. This seems to indicate carrier-frequency-specific adaptation in the FFR, at least for a target and adaptor that are widely separated in frequency region and with the adaptor frequency lower (at the quadratic difference tone) than any of the component
